THE ALLEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
THE MAIN IDEA
The lack of a unifying management system is one of the biggest challenges facing most organisations today. A
unified system links management’s goals and strategies with its external environment, and aligns its internal
organisation to enable execution. Failure to execute within a unified system is a key reason organisations are not
re-adjusting to the demands of working with reduced workforces, meeting the demands for quick return on
investments, staying competitive, keeping up with rapid technological change, or competing effectively for the
workforces’ most valued employees.
To compete (or remain relevant as departments within an organisation), management leaders need to:
• Manage from a systems perspective
• Continuously link real external needs to their organisational goals
• Assume responsibility for managing beyond the boundaries of their areas of responsibility
• Consistently apply the universal functions of planning, organising, leading and controlling

THE NEED FOR MANAGEMENT IS TYPICALLY MISUNDERSTOOD
The skills to manage are under appreciated and often associated with supervision. There is a need for unified
management systems within organisations in today’s complex and competitive environment. The symptoms of
management failure bear this out. They include management’s inability to adjust to reduced workforce, retain its
best workers, compete in global environment, keeping pace with rapid technology changes, and respond to
investors increasing demands for greater returns.

Supporting Ideas
Think of the innovations of the past century that have transformed our lives. What comes to mind are antibiotics,
telecommunications, transportation, computers, the internet to name just a few. None of them could have taken
place, nor spread so rapidly, without the discipline of management, the accumulating body of thought and
practice that makes organisations work.
Yet today, there is an under appreciation of the importance of management.
Management is often misunderstood and under appreciated simply as the supervision of other people.
Management is much more than supervising others. One of the promises of the new economy was that selfmanagement work teams would replace the need for management. That flatter organisations meant that people
would manage themselves and leadership would be everyone’s responsibility. Though seductive, this was merely
wishful thinking. The need for direct supervision may have disappeared somewhat, but the need for management
and leadership hasn’t.
The need for management leadership (applied as a system, not a role) is greater today than ever before. As the
world economy becomes more global based more and more on knowledge based industries, work will continue
to grow more specialised and complex, not less. Management Leadership will need to play a larger role in
organisations, not a smaller one. Management Leader’s business is building organisations that work. And, failure
to see this simple reality leads to failure.
The symptoms of management failure are numerous but all lead to not being able to produce results. Basically,
management leaders fail by not...
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Adjusting to demands placed on a reduced workforce — in most cases, management leaders today have to do
more with less. This has meant longer workdays, people handling tasks they may not be familiar with, the need to
delegate, and the need to prioritise.

Responding to investors demand for a quick return on investment — a wealth of information is available to
investors and stockholders today (satellite TV, the internet, newsletters, etc) has resulted in increased scrutiny of
organisation performance. Technology that facilitates screening and ranking of stocks on a quantitative basis is
available to institutional and private investors alike.

Being able to work in a business environment that offers greater competition — instant communication to any
developed area of the world combined with the organisation’s continuing need for bottom-line growth continues
to shrink the world. Change felt by companies in one part of the world jumps national boundaries with little more
effort than a high jumper on a track team. A sneeze in one market causes a flu epidemic in another.

Increased importance of technology and the pace of technological change — mean that fewer people are
dealing with more change. This also affects the amount of accelerated learning everyone in the organisation
must do. And, product life cycles are shortening. This means workers must cope with more product offerings.

An empowered workforce and new demographics means increased competition for the most valued employees
— the skill sets needed by today’s knowledge workers are in short supply. This coupled with the increasing
sophistication of these jobs means that workers are more empowered than ever before to control their careers.

A more sophisticated and informed customer base — the internet has made it easier to compare prices,
products, and customer services. Information has increased the speed with which companies recognise changes
in the external environment. Decisions must be made quickly. All of these forces put pressures on organisations
to deliver results...rapidly and consistently.

LACK OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS PREVENT CHANGE
In many organisations, management systems are not in place that assure its strategies are inline with its external
customers’ (or for internal departments, their external stakeholders) needs. And, many organisations do not have
the management discipline to execute strategies in a unified manner.

Supporting Ideas
In order to manage effectively, executives and management leaders must be better aligned and have the skills
necessary to meet the market’s increasing demand for speed. All of these reasons can be traced to the inability to
focus on the needs of the external environment, the inability to chart a course that would help meet these needs,
and the inability to execute that course.
Organisations are being held to new standards by their investors, customers, and employees as they need to
produce the results each of these stakeholders want. Yet most organisations are not set-up effectively… they do

not have the management systems… to move quickly enough to satisfy those, often diverging, demands.
Most management leaders recognise the need to move their organisations faster. Yet most find them:
• Implementing the mandate from the last annual/board meeting.
• Working without a clear idea of how to support the company’s strategy.
• Unclear about just how the environment has changed; or what they need to do as a result of this change.
• Not taking into account key stakeholders when making decisions - - or worse, not making decisions at all.
• Not building commitment to the organisation’s purpose… assuming there is a purpose.
• Sticking with an out-of-date structure — even though there are clear signals it’s not in sync with its environment
and achieving the results.
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THE NEED FOR A UNIFYING STRUCTURE
There is a need for a unifying structure of management leadership that provides a system that enables
disciplined management leadership. This unifying structure is made up of management leadership principles,
functions, and activities of an effective management system. This is the basis for the Louis Allen Management
System. These fundamentals include having plans linked to real external needs, meaningful metrics that measure
both purpose and progress and enable employees to “sign- up”, five-way communication, employees are
selected and developed with critical goals in mind, and plans that are coordinated across department
boundaries.

Supporting Ideas
Surrounded as we are in this whirlpool of change, there has never been a greater need for management
leadership discipline. There have been powerful advances in management and leadership theory including
quality, systems thinking, information engineering, reengineering, performance competencies, inspirational,
transformational and the learning organisation. All good and all adding value, these advances do not have the
breadth necessary to act as a unifying structure or a context for the management leader to implement their ideas.
Applying reengineering without the full context of a management leadership system is a little like applying a
break through in heart surgery to without a full understanding of the complex workings of the human body.
What is missing is the context. We need a unifying structure that examines critically the logic on which
management leadership is based. These are the fundamentals of management leadership and the universal
principles, functions, and activities of an effective management leadership system.
The fundamentals of management leadership are real. Many management leaders use them, perhaps intuitively,
when they work with other people in any kind of enterprise -- from chairing a local charity organisation to leading
a work team to building a complex industrial organisation. Just as an individual learns the basics of golf or
engineering and then refines them over time, so he or she can also master the fundamentals of management
leadership to apply them in any situation.
What are the fundamentals necessary for management leadership success? In short, management leaders
must...
 Believe in and follow a few select principles that, when implemented, truly add value to their organisation.
 Assure all actions add value by producing real results which in turn, are linked with identifiable needs; these
needs should be identified in concrete fashion and should be external to the management leader’s area of
responsibility.
 Communicate effectively, not merely two-way, but what Louis Allen calls five-way communication.
 Develop plans that include metrics or measures that reflect desired outcomes; assuring that these plans and
measures are aligned and communicated throughout the organisation.
 Assure that these measures or metrics exists to serve both as a guide and to build alignment and commitment
throughout the organisation.
 Assure that people at all levels of the organisation have the skills necessary to solve the problems that prevent
them from serving their customers.
 See to it that plans are coordinated across internal organisational boundaries; that employees at all levels are
aware of the value chain, their place in it, and how they contribute to its success.
 Assure that people are skilled at developing and measuring the metrics they need to do their jobs.
 Inspire, encourage and impel people to take required action.
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MANAGEMENT AS A SYSTEM
It’s easier to understand and apply management leadership concepts if management leadership is thought of as
a system. All activities of management leadership are interrelated. This means changing one activity will impact
others. Example: changing how people are rewarded may change training activities, selection processes,
decision-making and communication activities.
Management leadership is a system because management leaders take input (information, money, resources,
time, material) and transform that input into output (product, service, profits, etc.).

Supporting Ideas
Before discussing the Louis Allen Management System, it’s important to understand just what a system is.
A system is an entity with two or more parts and no part has an independent effect on the whole. And, all parts
affect the whole. As a result of the interrelationship of its parts, the whole system is greater than the sum of these
parts.
This is the way we, at Louis Allen, think about management leadership. Since all activities a management leader
performs are interdependent, management leadership cannot be understood or mastered by looking at each
activity separately (the way most training programs approach management). Each part of a system must be
analysed in relationship to the other parts. It is the fit of the parts that makes the system effective.
A system also interacts with its environment by obtaining inputs from the environment, transforming these inputs
to outputs, and delivering the outputs to the environment. Thus, for any system, we can identify inputs, a
transformation process, and outputs.
For example, a motor gets energy as an input, transforms that energy to power, and outputs motion. In business,
typical input are people, capital, materials, time, and machines, and the outputs are the products and services
delivered to the users. The transformation process can consist of the activities of production by the organisation’s
members and the organisation’s interaction with its environment.

MANAGEMENT LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
Management leaders who use management leadership principles as part of their repertoire tend to be more
effective, especially when working in ambiguous situations. Knowing and following a few key principles helps
prevent them from “reinventing the wheel”, increases chances of success and reduces stress.

Supporting Ideas
At Louis Allen, we believe it’s important to manage and lead with principles in mind. When confronted with a new
problem, principles can provide guidance and help the management leader avoid “reinventing the wheel”. We
define principles as fundamental truths that identify a universal cause-and-effect relationship. Principles help
managers profit from the experience of other managers and thus bypass trial-and-error approaches.
At first blush, management leadership principles appear disarmingly simple. This is their strength. They are in fact

profoundly simple. (Simple and easy should not be confused.) Case in point: the principle of the critical few is
understood by management leaders who have been exposed to the numerous quality training programs. It states
that in most situations, a small number of causes will have the greatest impact on results. Some may know this
as the 80/20 rule or Pareto’s principle. Armed with (and practicing) this principle, management leaders can
leverage productivity, improve efficiency and achieve better results. However, without awareness of this principle,
a management leader might experiment for years before incorporating this way of working smarter into their
repertoire of successful management behaviours.
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FIVE-WAY MANAGEMENT
Besides managing down, management leaders need to assume responsibility for managing up, and side-ways. . .
and themselves. Effective management leaders have wide networks.

Supporting Ideas
Management leaders need to see themselves as connecting links with their managers, direct reports, and peers.
Management leaders with strong networks tend to be most effective. These networks help achieve and shape
management goals and execution. Without a good network, management leaders tend to be in the dark as to the
needs of their external constituents.
In the graphic on the preceding page, note that the centre is reserved for the management leader. Managing one
requires the same discipline as managing direct reports. Management leaders set their own plans and measures,
organise their own work, and supply their own motivation. How they manage themselves is a good indication of
how they will manage and lead others.
Management leaders are quick to understand their responsibility for managing their direct reports. Less well
understood is their responsibility to manage their manager, their internal or external suppliers, and internal or
external customers. This is a responsibility without necessarily the authority to demand results. Yet, when
management leaders operate without a sense of shared responsibility, they act out of their own interest. The
result is often over optimising their area of responsibility at the expense of the larger organisation.

NEEDS, RESULTS, AND WORK
A critical principle of management is that needs tend to be satisfied by results, which are the outcome of work.
This principle, when properly applied, keeps managers in tune with the external environment and assures they
are executing plans that will meet real and focused needs

Supporting Ideas
A simple management system is the relationship between needs (input), work or activities (through put) and
results (output).
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Needs should determine the result in any management leadership task. This means before thinking about results,
management leaders should have an understanding of the needs that are important to satisfy. This helps prevent
working problem, goal or initiative. (Ever see a management leader do the wrong thing really well?) Results then
dictate the work. Work is the activities, efforts, or actions that an individual, department, or organisation
undertakes. Undertaking these actions will, if they are the correct ones, produce the desired results which will
satisfy the original needs.

An Example:
Recently, we worked with an organisation that needed to reduce its new product development cycle time. (This is
the need.) After looking at the problem, they realised there was little cooperation between departments. The goal
(or result) was to improve teamwork so that these cross-functional teams would “own” the new product
development process from start to finish. The teams worked with both suppliers and customers, so the work was
to empower them to make decisions regarding process development, specifications, and quality standards. This
team approach extended through all four development stages; pre-design initiation, design initiation, prototype
deliver and testing, and preproduction certification. Cooperation across teams (the desired result) resulted in
substantial reduction in cycle times (the need).

The Problem:
Most management leaders focus on work (refer again to the Needs, Work, and Results graphic) and pay too little
attention to results and even less attention to the original needs. Here’s what happens when they do:
• Though there is too much to do, they achieve little
• Bureaucracy sets in (work or activity without meaningful results attached)
• Little sense of what is really needed by internal or external customers
• Work (really hard) on the wrong things
• Little sense of commitment by employees (who don’t understand/know or don’t buy into the results they are
supposed to be trying to achieve)

UNIVERSAL MANAGEMENT LEADERSHIP FUNCTIONS
There are four universal management functions: planning, organising, leading, and controlling.

Supporting Ideas
The Louis Allen Wheel was first developed by Louis A. Allen. He was commissioned by the Conference Board to
identify the skills effective management leaders possess and to answer the question, “what sets the few truly
effective managers apart from the rest...?”
He found effective management leaders efforts could be classified into four functions: planning, organising,

leading, and controlling.
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The inner most portion of the circle are the resources management leaders typically work with. From a systems
perspective, think of these as inputs. Management leaders do something with these. Next are the four functions:
planning, organising, leading, and controlling. Each function then has several activities associated with it.

Planning
Plans needs to be linked to external needs and define value.

Supporting Ideas
The real output of planning is not a strategy, or mission. It is having insight about the direction of the organisation
and what it needs to do to get there. Properly done, planning leads to powerful and practical insights about the
organisation.
During planning, the organisation has the opportunity to define value. Value comes from many sources, but
always external to the organisation itself (Refer back to the Needs, Results and Work graphic.) Understanding the
needs of stakeholder external to the organisation is a tenet of the Allen system.
Most management leaders would agree, at least after giving the question some thought, that satisfying
customers is the primary purpose of every business. While the idea of satisfying customers began with the
organisation of marketing departments and customer surveys, it expanded to include the quality of products and
services and now involves improving all the operations of a business. We no longer define customers as just
those that are served by the organisation as a whole. To foster a strong relationship with the end-user, customer
means that units/departments within the organisation need to meet their internal customer’s needs as well. This
promotes a customer-oriented approach throughout the organisation.
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Organising
Organising, how management leader structure the organisation and the work, are critical to successful execution
of their plans.

Supporting Ideas
Plans are the living blueprint for execution. Execution is synonymous with work in the NRW model. Blueprints are
nothing more than designs laid out on paper until they are executed. Execution requires both judgment and
discipline. A key component of execution is organising...how the organisation arranges itself and its work to
implement its plans.
A common management leadership wish is to draw the lines on the organisation chart once and for all.
Unfortunately, drawing the lines is an ongoing struggle of relevancy. More than anything else, where the lines are
drawn depends on what the organisation is trying to accomplish. Organisation lines should be drawn to reinforce
how the organisation is trying to be better or different.
Organising is also about who does the work and how accountability is created in the organisation.
A consistent problem in today’s organisations is management leaders doing too much of the technical work and
not delegating enough.

Leading
Execution also requires leadership which includes selecting and developing the right people, assuring decisions
are made in a way that builds commitment, and building an environment of open communication and
motivation.

Supporting Ideas
Execution requires leadership. Organisations are economic machines and they are also social systems. Unlike
machines, which do what they are told, day in and day out, people tend to withhold their best efforts when they
feel unappreciated. The same is true when they know they don’t have the right information or the right training to
do their job properly. Unlike machines, they tend to want to be involved in the decisions that directly impact their
ability to perform their work.
Management leaders today often confuse authority and control. Having the authority to reward or punish is not
the same thing as being able to control another’s performance. Because management leadership creates
performance through others, its imperative to have the willing cooperation of those whose performance is critical
to execution.
To be engaged, employees need to know the mission, how they can accomplish their part of that mission, believe
that what they do is important, have a sense of pride in their organisations, and believe they are justly rewarded
for their efforts. Just as there is a direct correlation between customer satisfaction and financial growth, there is a
direct correlation between leadership effectiveness as well as between engaged employees and customer
satisfaction.
To have an organisation of committed employees requires that employees:
• Know what is expected (mission, vision, objectives, measures).
• Understand that all efforts must start with a well-defined endpoint.
• Be willing to self-manage.
• Work in a structure that is aligned with the organisation’s purpose.
• Understand how they and their unit fit into the larger organisation.
• Know how they and their unit are performing against specific objectives.
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• Feel rewarded and appreciated for their efforts.
• Have the measures necessary to self-correct when necessary.
• Know how to make decisions that end in outcomes that are good for the organisation and for them.

Controlling
Control is about focus on measures...not controlling people. Effective measures do not exist in most
organisations. Without measures, alignment is difficult, if not impossible.

Supporting Ideas
Effective management leadership is about focus. The one management leadership discipline, perhaps more than
any other, that keeps employees focused and pulling in the same direction, is to make the organisation’s purpose
tangible. This is done best when management leaders translate their organisation’s purpose into a set mission
(part of the planning function) and performance measures that make success concrete for everyone. This is
important for every department in the organisation. Not just the organisation itself
Without measures, what Louis Allen calls standards, there is no way to measure performance. Measures help the
department chart their progress as they work to achieve their mission. Good measures help organisations or
departments find their way. They also serve as a beacon, a lighthouse that signals the need for course
corrections or adjustments in speed. Without agreed upon, practical measurements, organisations have to rely
solely on the discretion, talent, and wisdom of management to make these corrections. And, even if these
corrections are accurate, employees resent being told what to do, when they inherently know, that given the
same data, they could make the same, if not better decisions.
Typical measures are based on the principle of the critical few and might include:
• Employee retention data
• Customer satisfaction measures
• Productivity measures (cost to complete a given action, or time to complete an activity)
• Performance against budget
• Results from a climate survey

HOW ACTIVITIES FORM CRITICAL TASKS
Management Leadership activities (see the Allen Wheel) can be applied to any management leadership task.
Unlike technical work, management leadership work does not follow any predetermined sequence. Tasks are the
groupings of activities necessary to execute a change. To accomplish each task, effective managers will draw on
appropriate activities as needed.

Supporting Ideas
We have identified four management leadership functions and twenty one activities. Armed with these activities,
management leaders can tackle even the most complex task with confidence. Tasks are the groupings of
activities necessary to execute a change. Hiring a new employee, reducing employee turnover, launching a new
product, reducing product development cycle time, etc., are all typical management leadership tasks. To
accomplish each task, effective management leaders will draw on appropriate activities as needed.
The wheel can even be used as a planning guide to assure all aspects of a task are considered. An organisation
or department is faced with the need for transformational change when it needs to reinvent itself. Kotter outlines
eight steps for transformational change. Below we’ve listed his steps and the corresponding Louis Allen activities
to demonstrate the management leadership activities’ utility:
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Transformational Change
Establish a sense of urgency

Corresponding Louis Allen Activities
 Forecasting needs
 Communicating findings

Forming a Power Guiding Coalition

 Relationships— working together as a team
 Having a clear team mission
 History of strong organisation leadership

Creating a Vision

 Developing objectives
 Developing strategies
 Developing action plans
 Developing standards

Communicating the Vision

 Communication
 Motivation
 Developing people

Empowering others to Act on the Vision

 Problem—solving to get rid of obstacles
 Motivation
 Decision-making
 Developing implementation standards

Planning for and Creating Short-Term Wins

 Performance Improvement
 Motivation (reward)

Consolidating Improvements and Producing Still

 Revise Policies

More Change

 Revise Procedures
 Selection (to implement the new vision)
 Develop (to implement the vision)

Institutionalising New Approaches

 Communication (new approaches connection to organisation
success)
 Development
 Processes

CONCLUSION
Effective organisations, organisations that sustain their growth, continuously justify their customer’s loyalty have
committed and engaged employees who are productive, efficient and effective. This is not possible without a
disciplined management system and skilful management leaders.
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